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Overview

Ghandi once said, “We must be the 
change that we wish to see in the 
world.” During a time of great change 
within the sector and uncertainty across 
the globe, thinking about what we 
deeply value and believe in, is one way 
we can keep motivated on driving the 
change we want to see in the world.

This is more important than ever with the introduction of 

many new compliance and auditing requirements placed on 

organisations. Remembering the purpose of why our organisation 

exists is more important than ever, as more and more external 

pressures are placed upon the organisation which has the 

potential to cause mission creep. Before long, we will find 

ourselves wandering down a path and not realise how we got 

there. Staying the course and being resolute in our resolve to 

provide high-quality services and be the change we want to 

see in the world will help ensure Inclusion WA continues to push 

boundaries and help people lead a good life. 

The 2021/22 financial year proved to be a year of consolidation for 

the organisation - with the focus firmly on consistently providing 

high-quality services for existing clients through a global pandemic. 

Added to this mix is the presence of the Quality and Safeguards 

Commission. The Commission introduced a laser focus on ensuring 

the safe delivery of services across the sector, by introducing a 

series of new compliance requirements for service providers. This 

external pressure to focus on compliance and red tape, had the 

danger for Inclusion WA to lose sight of our purpose in order to 

comply with these new regulations. Thankfully the client survey 

results indicated that Inclusion WA was able to continue with their 

high-quality service delivery despite these pressures. 

Additionally, Inclusion WA had some financial challenges to 

overcome. The move solely into Individualised Services proved 

to be a big hurdle for the organisation to overcome, particularly 

with the uncertainty a global pandemic creates. However, it was 

particularly pleasing to note that at the back end of the financial 

year the organisation’s financial position was heading in the right 

direction, providing some much-needed confidence going into 

the 22/23 financial year. Read on for a snapshot of the amazing 

support that has happened during the year, which is just another 

reminder of our "why".

Left: Jack developing his reading skills by finishing his  

‘Stranger Things: Science Camp’ comic book. Right: Jess  

with family cat, Castiel.

Noah exploring his 

automotive passions.
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Inclusion WA

Client Demographics Financial Highlights

0-15 = 2%

36-45 = 12%

16-25 = 44%

46-55 = 10%

26-35 = 23%

56+ = 9%

Client Age Groups Client Number

Female = 26% Non-binary = >1%Male = 74%

Client Gender Distribution

Intellectual Disability = 28%

Autism Spectrum = 40% Psychosocial = 15% Other = 11%

Physical = 5%
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 Staying the course and being 
resolute in our resolve to provide 
high-quality services and be the 
change we want to see in the 
world will help ensure Inclusion WA 
continues to push boundaries and 
help people lead a good life.  
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Client  
Stories

Devon

Devon began support with Inclusion WA 
in her final year of high school. She 
worked alongside Mentors to navigate 
the huge life change of transitioning 
from school to work. 

When Devon first began her support sessions, she came across 

as very shy and reserved. It took a few months for Devon to 

engage in conversation and build rapport with new Mentors, but it 

became clear quite quickly that Devon has a passion (and talent!) 

for singing and dancing. This was identified by her Mentors who 

promptly researched activities and supported Devon to enrol 

in music, singing, and theatre classes where she has thrived, 

participating in (and sometimes leading) classes independently.

In her day-to-day, Devon could become overwhelmed and panic 

in situations where she didn’t feel comfortable. She often found 

it difficult to anticipate these feelings and struggled to self-

regulate when crises did arise. Mentors worked alongside Devon 

to support her through these moments, holding space for her 

to experience things deeply at her own pace, but also providing 

gentle encouragement, guidance, and insight. Over the last few 

years, Devon has learned to be assertive and advocate for herself 

in sessions. She identifies feelings, anticipates discomfort, and 

effectively communicates her needs to the point where becoming 

overwhelmed and panicked are usually averted. When these 

situations do arise, Devon recovers quickly and has developed an 

impressive capacity for compassionate self-reflection. 

This change was noted by her family and also employers at 

Workpower who recognised her personal progress with a 

promotion and permanent position. This strength of self-

regulation and comfort also increased Devon’s confidence in social 

situations and Angela (Devon’s mum) has mentioned that she is 

now beginning to make friends at work. 

Devon’s support sessions with Inclusion WA have increased too. In 

the early stages of support, Devon was only comfortable with one 

Mentor and tended to engage for less than one hour. Currently, 

Devon sees three Mentors throughout the week and her sessions 

can run for up to three hours. She accesses community activities, 

navigates crowded shopping centres, catches public transport 

with minimal assistance, and is learning to manage her finances 

more sustainably. Devon is also becoming more independent 

with activity planning. Previously, all planning was communicated 

by Mentors and Angela (Devon’s mum) but Devon has started to 

communicate directly with her Mentors to plan sessions.

“It has been a privilege to work alongside 
Devon and watch as she gains confidence in 
everything that she does. Devon is so open 
and accepting of herself now and I have 
learned so much in supporting her to find 
value in the times when things don’t go to 
plan. We try to frame everything in terms 
of a win - whether it’s getting overwhelmed 
and recovering, communicating or asserting 
needs, or knowing your limits and wanting to 
end the session early - it’s all really important 
experience for navigating independence.”

– Devon’s Mentor
Devon in her new work shirt after receiving a promotion.
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Elsie

Elsie has been a client of Inclusion WA 
for the last few years. Elsie comes 
from a very supportive family and 
has been involved in the community 
through theatre and arts programs 
over the years and has been a part of 
many community shows. Although 
very confident with her performances 
and accessing areas of the community, 
Elsie has struggled with developing the 
confidence to spend time away from 
her supports at home.

Earlier this year Elsie’s mum Felecia found out about a group 

called “Calm and Connected” which offers a variety of camp’s and 

overnight stay options for young adults with Autism.

When Elsie was first informed about the 2-night stay she was 

unsure about attending, however with the support of her  

Inclusion WA Mentors and her family she eventually agreed  

to give it a try.

Elsie, her mum and her Mentor had a video conference meeting 

with the camp workers who were so lovely answering any questions 

and lifting any concerns she had about attending this camp. 

We decided that in order for this camp to be a success, Elsie would 

have overnight supports from her Inclusion WA Mentors for her 

first 2-night weekend away, with the supports leaving during the 

day so Elsie could really shine on her own during the activities with 

her peers. 

This first camp was a big success and after the weekend was 

over, Elsie could not wait to attend a future camp without her 

Inclusion WA Mentors there for support.

Elsie cooking up a storm on her camp trip.

Inclusion WA
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Client  
Satisfaction  
Survey Results

Overall how satisfied are you with the services  
you received?

Each year, Inclusion WA conducts a client satisfaction survey to collect feedback 
that helps us improve our services.

Would you recommend Inclusion WA to  
other people?

Please choose if you agree or disagree with the 
following statements.

DisagreeAgree Unsure

  Yes = 92%

  No = 8%

30%

20%

10%

0

40%

50%

60%

70%

Very  
satisfied

Satisfied Neither satisfied 
or unsatisfied

Unsatisfied Very  
unsatisfied

10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%0%

I understand and have control over my annual budget with Inclusion WA 

I get to have a say on which Inclusion WA staff person works with me

I know who to contact to make a complaint

I am comfortable giving feedback about the things I am happy  

about and unhappy about

The service focuses on my goals

Inclusion WA is flexible and made changes when I need them to

I was able to make choices and decisions about the service I received
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What is working well? 
The majority of clients were happy with the services received from 
Inclusion WA. Below are some of the key areas of success for the 
organisation.

Matched Mentors to Clients
Clients feel that Mentors were well-matched with aligned interests 
that supported them in achieving their goals. This allowed clients 
to feel comfortable from the beginning and helped foster good 
relationships through a shared understanding.

Enabled to make their own choices
Clients feel enabled to have control and choice both with their 
annual budgets and their Mentors. Through this enabling support 
environment, clients felt comfortable voicing what they were 
pleased with and what they were unhappy with to ensure services 
were adapted to suit their needs.

Flexible, goal-orientated delivery
Overwhelmingly, clients stated that the services they received 
from Inclusion WA were flexible, and adapted to best support 
their evolving goals and needs.

What could we do better?
There was constructive feedback received from the survey, with 
key themes detailed below.

Collaboration and communication
Clients expressed a desire for greater communication and 
consistency, particularly when Mentors transitioned either through 
going on extended leave or exiting the organisation. The need 
for an improved handover to ensure service interruptions were 
minimised was mentioned. This was partly magnified by the 
COVID-19 pandemic, however, is an area of focus for Inclusion WA 
to ensure all clients remain informed during Mentor changes.

Additional Mentors with greater flexibility
Some clients noted that there was a need for extra Mentors to 
support increased service delivery requests, as well as a desire 
for even greater flexibility. Ensuring we hire Mentors with broad 
flexibility enables us to best support our clients to ensure their 
needs and goals are met. 

Improved Employment Services
Clients mentioned their desire for improved employment services 
and felt the process of us supporting them to find a job was 
taking too long. They felt that the organisation needed to focus 
more broadly on this service and how to best support client needs.

Client Feedback

Developing 
independence at 

home

15%

23%
21%

17%

13%

9%

2%

Developing 
independence 

in the 
community

Getting involved 
in your community 
by pursuing your 

interests

Meeting 
people and 

building 
relationships

Finding 
employment

Learning new skills 
and studying

Other

15%

10%

5%

0

20%

25%

What goals are you working on with Inclusion WA?

Inclusion WA
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We gratefully acknowledge the support given by these organisations throughout the year:


